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Abstract—As technology scales, on-chip heterogeneous archi-
tecture emerges as a promising solution to combat the power wall 
of microprocessors. In this work, we propose a heterogeneous 
computing system with memristor-based neuromorphic compu-
ting accelerators (NCAs). In the proposed system, NCA is de-
signed to speed up the artificial neural network (ANN) executions 
in many high-performance applications by leveraging the ex-
tremely efficient mixed-signal computation capability of na-
noscale memristor-based crossbar (MBC) arrays. The hierar-
chical MBC arrays of the NCA can be flexibly configured to dif-
ferent ANN topologies through the help of an analog Network-
on-Chip (A-NoC). A general approach which translates the tar-
get codes within a program to the corresponding NCA instruc-
tions is also developed to facilitate the utilization of the NCA. 
Our simulation results show that compared to the baseline gen-
eral purpose processor, the proposed system can achieve on av-
erage 18.2X performance speedup and 20.1X energy reduction 
over  nine representative applications. The computation accuracy 
degradation is constrained within an acceptable range (e.g., 
11%), by considering the limited data precision, realistic device 
variations and analog signal fluctuations. 

Keywords—neuromorphic computing, memristor, crossbar ar-
ray, analog circuit, network-on-chip 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Thanks to technology advances, billions of transistors now 

can be integrated on a single chip. Homogeneous multicore 
architecture is proposed to fully utilize the silicon area and 
overcome the frequency up-scaling limit incurred by the 
exponentially increased wire delay and power consumption [4]. 
However, the constraints on supply voltage scaling, off-chip 
communication bandwidth, and the achievable parallelism of 
applications [14], greatly hinder the increase of the number of 
CPU cores integrated on a single chip as well as the overall 
system computational capacity. 

In recent years, heterogeneous architecture emerges as a 
promising technology to conquer the above challenges in 
multicore system designs [26]. Various forms of off-chip 
accelerators, e.g., ASIC, FPGA, and GPU, have been well 
studied [11][13][20] for the tradeoff between computation 
efficiency and adaptivity: among all the implementations, 
ASIC demonstrates the highest efficiency [19] while FPGA 
provides the best functional reconfigurability; GPU offers a 
balanced solution that often requires special programming 
models and complex control flows. 

In this work, we propose a novel heterogeneous computing 
system (HCS) with on-chip artificial neural network (ANN) 
accelerators designated for learning and approximated 
computations, offering a high-efficient mixed-signal ANN 
acceleration complementing to the general computation of the 
CPU. Different from the existing ANN accelerators 
implemented with digital circuitry, the ANN accelerator in the 
new system (called neuromorphic computing accelerator, or 
NCA) is built on nanoscale memristor-based crossbar (MBC) 
arrays [29]. In the NCA, ANN computations are conducted in 
analog form while the control signals are kept as digital. 
Hierarchical MBC arrays can be dynamically reconfigured to 
adapt to different ANN topologies or even different types of 
ANN. The data migration among different MBC arrays is 
realized through an analog Network-on-Chip (NoC) whose 
routing information is supplied externally. At architecture 
level, the input data and configuration of the NCA are fed by 
the CPU while the digitalized output of the NCA is returned to 
the CPU after the accelerated computation completes. A 
general approach which translates the target codes within a 
program to the corresponding NCA instructions is also 
introduced to facilitate the utilization of the NCA. Compared to 
the existing implementations of approximated computation and 
ANN accelerators with digital circuitry, the key differentiations 
of our work can be summarized as: 

1. A novel mixed-signal ANN accelerator is built on the
new memristor technology, offering orders of magnitude 
performance and power efficiency improvement compared to 
general purpose processors; 

2. A hierarchical MBC array structure is proposed in the
NCA design, delivering great reconfigurability and adapt- 
ability to the different ANN types and topologies; 

3. An analog NoC is utilized to transport the data within
the NCA, resulting in the improvement of data transferring 
efficiency by eliminating the AD/DA conversions between 
different computing components; 

4. A generic coordination interface between the NCA and
the CPU is designed to ensure the efficient communication 
between the conventional digital computation and the mixed-
signal ANN acceleration. 

A set of diverse applications ranging from machine 
learning, pattern recognition, to image and signal processing 
are adopted in the evaluation on the proposed HCS. The 
impacts of coordination interface parameters, e.g., the IO 
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signal precision, the device variations, the signal fluctuations 
and the AD/DA converter placement on the computation 
accuracy of the NCA, are also analyzed. Experimental results 
show that the proposed system achieves 18.2X speedup and 
20.1X energy saving on average across all 9 applications, with 
a reasonable accuracy degradation w.r.t. the CPU-only 
computation. 

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 
II gives the preliminary on ANN, memristor and MBC 
structure; Section III presents an overview of the proposed 
HCS with NCAs; Section IV describes the design details on the 
system backend; Section V discusses the experiment setup and 
results; Section VI gives summaries and future work. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 
A. Memristor as Synapse 
Fig. 1. Metal-oxide memristor. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Memristor is a nonlinear passive two-terminal device of 

which the resistance is determined by the historical profile of 
the applied electrical excitations [9]. A memerisor was predict-
ed forty years ago by Prof. Leon Chua [9] and successfully 
validated by HP labs in 2008 [29]. Fig. 1 shows a metal-oxide 
memristor model from [34], where a HfOx layer is sandwiched 
between two metal electrodes – top electrode (TE) and bottom 
electrode (BE). During reset process, the memristor switches 
from low resistance state (LRS) to high resistance state (HRS). 
The oxygen ions migrate to the electrode/oxide interface and 
recombine with the oxygen vacancies. A partially ruptured 
conductive filament region with a high resistance per unit 
length Roff is thus formed on the left of the conductive filament 
region with a low resistance per unit length Ron, as shown in 
Fig. 1. During set process, the memristor switches from HRS to 
LRS. The ruptured conductive filament region shrinks accord-
ingly. We define L as the total thickness of the oxide layer and 
h as the length of the ruptured conductive filament region, re-
spectively. Then the resistance of the memristor R can be cal-
culated by [34]: 

                        R = Roff h + Ron(L −  h).                         (1) 
The resistance of a memristor can be programmed to any 

arbitrary value by applying a current/voltage with different 
pulse width and/or magnitude, and retained if the applied exci-
tation is lower than an “effective” threshold. The similarity 
between the electrical property of the memristor and the behav-
ior of biological synapse inspires the implementation of 
memristor-based synapses [10][17][18][22]. Recent research 
shows that the memristor resistance can be precisely pro-
grammed [28][33] to realize an 8-bit precision on a single 
memristor cell [5]. Moreover, the sensing scheme that can sup-
press the sneak path [23] in hybrid MBC array/CMOS system 
has been also developed and validated by silicon [18], demon-
strating great potential in neuromorphic computing system 
designs [31]. 

B. Memristor-based Crossbar (MBC) 
Fig. 2. (a) The structure of the MBC; (b) Neuron logic. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2 shows the schematic of a MBC which represents the 

connections between two layers in a multilayer perception 
(MLP) neural network. The relationship between the input 
voltages (Vi) and output voltages (Vo) can be defined as: Vo = 
CVi, where C is the connection matrix. Note that the 
relationship between the connection matrix and the resistances 
matrix of MBC is not a direct one-to-one mapping due to the 
existence of sensing circuit at the output of the MBC. The 
implementation of a N-layer MLP requires N-1 MBC arrays 
connected in series. In this work, we adopt the MBC 
programming method in [15] where a write driver design 
with adaptive tuning circuit [5][33] is used to program 
memristor cells to particular resistance values. A large 
volume of ANN computations (weight multiplications) are 
conducted by the MBC in analog form without any internal 
control logic. Therefore, MBC structure offers high computa-
tion efficiency for ANN applications with extremely low pow-
er consumption and short computation delay, compared to any 
other accelerators built with digital circuitry [15]. 

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
Based on the nature of the implementation, we divided the 

design of proposed HCS into two integrated components:  
Fig. 3. System frontend. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
System frontend: The system frontend is composed of all 

the preparation steps before running ANN computations on the 
NCA, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The codes that are already or can 
be implemented with ANN are identified first. Note that here 
the Boolean function XOR is used just for illustration purpose 
and the realistic target codes can be much more sophisticated. 
Based on the characteristics and complexity of the target codes, 
the topology of ANN, including the number of layers and the 
number of neurons at each layer etc., is decided and the ANN 
is trained offline. After that, the trained ANN is mapped to the 
NCA structure through the reconfiguration logic. During the 
NCA-aware compilation, the target codes are modified with the 
annotations of NCA IO instruction generation; then the 
compiler takes the topology of the trained ANN as the input 
parameters to generate NCA configuration instructions. 



 

Fig. 4. System backend. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
System backend: The system backend denotes the 

hardware implementation of the heterogeneous architecture, as 
shown in Fig. 4. Every general purpose processor is augmented 
with one NCA. The operations of the NCA are triggered at 
different pipeline stages (e.g., execute or write back) depending 
on the NCA instruction type. Within a NCA, three FIFO 
queues buffer the input/output data and the configurations of  
the NCA, respectively. Since the computation of the NCA is 
conducted in analog form, the dequeued/enqueued data from/to 
the In-queue/Out-queue must be converted to analog/digital 
signals by DAC/ADC, respectively. The NCA includes 4 MBC 
groups, each of which consists of 4 MBC arrays that are 
connected through an analog NoC. As we shall show later, 
such a structure ensures a high reconfigurability to support 
different ANN topologies. Compared to the existing ANN 
accelerators built with digital circuitry, our proposed mixed-
signal NCA design highlights three unique features: 
• Truly data flow driven execution – The execution of the 
NCA is evoked by the input data. The elimination of complex 
control logics significantly simplifies the control of the NCA 
and improves its utilization efficiency; 
• Intrinsic high parallelism – The hierarchical MBC arrays 
maximize the computation parallelism of matrix-vector 
multiplications while the basic multiply-add operations are 
accelerated by the analog circuit of the MBC [15]; 
• Scalable computation-in-memory model – Compared to 
conventional ANN acceleration schemes the scale of which is 
limited by the storage space required by the weighted 
connections, NCA offers a better scalability by realizing real 
computation in memory. 

In this paper we focus on the implementation of the system 
backend that is described in Section IV. 

IV. SYSTEM BACKEND – NEUROMORPHIC COMPUTING 
ACCELERATOR (NCA) 

The MBC arrays within the NCA are connected hierarchi-
cally through an analog NoC (A-NoC). In this section, we first 
discuss the reconfigurability of the hierarchical MBC arrays 
and then introduce our design of the A-NoC.  
A. Reconfigurable MBC arrays 

Fig. 5 depicts the MBC array structure adopted in our NCA 
design. Four MBC groups are arranged in a metamorphous 
centralized Mesh (MCMesh) manner, which are connected 

through a central router. Each MBC group consists of four 
MBC arrays that are connected through a group router. Each 
MBC array is designed as a 128×128 crossbar by assuming the 
numbers of neurons at two consecutive ANN layers are no 
more than 128. Such an array scale is sufficient to cover nearly 
90% of learning applications most of which have no more than 
100 neurons at the input layer [30]. Further increasing the 
MBC array size offers very marginal benefit on the computa-
tion performance improvement but incurs exponential circuit 
reliability degradation [23]. Within each MBC array, there are 
four MBCs working together to implement the multiplication 
between signed signals and signed synaptic weights, e.g., nega-
tive inputs are multiplied with positive weights by the MBC at 
the left-bottom corner. Here each connection matrix in the 
ANN is partitioned into positive and negative parts and 
mapped to the corresponding MBCs. The input signals are also 
divided into positive (top) and negative (bottom) lanes by the 
analog multiplexer. 
Fig. 5. The architecture of NCA: (a) Four MBC groups are connected through 
a center router; four MBC arrays of a MBC group are connected by a group 
router; (b) One MBC array inside. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Without loss of generality, we use a connection matrix 
Mn×m as an example to present how to map the connection ma-
trix to the MBC arrays. Here n and m denote the numbers of 
neurons in the input and output layers of the connection matrix, 
respectively. If max(n,m) ≤ 128, then the connection matrix can 
be directly mapped to a 128×128 MBC array; if 256 ≥ n > 128 
and m ≤ 128, the connection matrix can be mapped to the two 
MBC arrays at one column in a MBC group; similarly, if 256 ≥ 
m > 128 and n ≤ 128, the connection matrix can be mapped to 
one row of MBC arrays within a MBC group. As we shall 
show in experiment results, the above mappings can cover 
most three/four-layer MLP topologies utilized in the simulated 



 

applications though a larger MLP may be partitioned into the 
tasks within the above size ranges. If the number of partitioned 
tasks exceeds the availability of the MBC arrays in the NCA, 
the MLP may be partitioned at software level and computed 
serially. Multiple target codes may be executed by the same 
NCA simultaneously as long as the MBC groups/arrays are 
available. Note that the connection weights of the matrix do not 
change during NCA computations. 

B. Analog Network-on-Chip (A-NoC) 
A-NoC is introduced in the NCA to support the MLP map-

pings and the data migration among the MBC arrays. Since the 
computation of MBC arrays is in analog form, the adoption of 
A-NoC can eliminates the costly AD/DA conversions during 
data transmission. As shown in Fig. 5(a), in the A-NoC, two 
types of routers – central router and group router, are in charge 
of inter-group and intra-group data communication, respective-
ly. Each group router has digital control logic and up to 7 ana-
log bi-direction ports connecting with 3 neighbor routers and 4 
local MBC arrays. The central router shares the same architec-
ture but only connects with the CPU and other group routers. 
This centralized architecture maximizes the number of parties 
that each router communicates with, minimizes the effective 
communication distance as well as the hop count, and simpli-
fies the control complexity. 

During the operation of the NCA, the input analog signals 
first go to the central router after passing through the DAC and 
then are sent to the group router. The group router then directs 
the signals to the destined MBC array. The output analog sig-
nals generated from a MBC array will be sent to the local 
group router first, and then are routed to the next destination. 
The final output signals are always sent to the central router 
and converted to digital signals by the ADC before being buff-
ered in the Out-queue. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A. Experimental setup 

We select 9 representative applications with different com-
putation characteristics to evaluate our proposed heterogeneous 
computing architecture, as shown in Table I. Four applications 
– building, gene, mushroom and thyroid, are selected from 
Proben1 [27] – a collection from UCI machine learning reposi-
tory [3] tailored for neural network implementation; The 
Mixed National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(MNIST) [2] is a widely used data set in learning and recogni-
tion algorithm; canny edge detector (CDE) [6] is an image 
edge detector commonly used in image processing and com-

puter vision; kmeans is a popular clustering algorithm in data 
mining; fft is a signal processing algorithm; blackscholes is a 
financial application originally from the Princeton Application 
Repository for Shared-Memory Computers (PARSEC) and its 
target codes have been implemented by ANN. 

We refer to the top 5 applications in Table I as learning ap-
plications and the rest as imperative applications. Learning 
applications naturally come with training and testing inputs so 
that no special efforts are required to prepare them for ANN 
implementation. Imperative applications are programmed by 
imperative language where only some codes can be re-
implemented by ANN. Table 2 shows the target codes that can 
be re-implemented by ANN in each imperative application. 
The application inputs for fft and kmeans are generated ran-
domly and their target codes are evoked many times during 
executions. We first run these two applications once with in-
strumented codes to collect the training inputs. We run CDE 
five times with totally different input images to collect training 
inputs for the target codes, and choose a new image as test in-
puts. Note that there are two pieces of target codes in CDE. 
blacksholes from benchNN [8] already provides cross valida-
tion training and testing inputs for the target codes. 

The adopted ANN topology (except for the details on 
weighted connections) for each application is also shown in 
Table I. The optimal ANN topology for each application is 
selected by taking into account the training time, accuracy and 
network size. Since our simulation framework faithfully mod-
els the memristor device variation and analog signal fluctua-
tion, we adopt the MBC training enhancement technique [24] 
in the Fast Artificial Neural Network (FANN) library to gener-
ate the MBC-aware ANN topology. Here the training error is 
defined as the average distance between the output of the 
trained ANN and the target output. Several error metrics are 
applied to evaluate the reliability of the NCA computations: 
mean square error (MSE) for learning applications, average 
relative error (ARE) and root mean square error (RMSE) for 
imperative applications [12], respectively. Among all the ap-
plications, the training errors are always lower than 8%. 

We use Cadence to build NCA circuit components, includ-
ing analog buffer, switch, sum amplifier, and sigmoid circuit, 
based on 45nm PTM model [7]. The power and timing parame-
ters of different NCA components are characterized with 
SPICE. We also design ADC/DAC with Cadence and extract 
their design parameter based on SPICE simulations. The 
memristor parameters are adopted from [18] and carefully 
scaled down to 45nm. The NCA design parameters are summa-
rized in Table II. 

TABLE I. DETAILS OF THE SELECTED APPLICATIONS. 

Application Type Target codes % time spent 
at target code 

Training 
epoch 

Error 
metric 

Training 
error 

MLP topology 
w/o bias neurons MBC arrays usage 

building ANN app - - 140 MSE 0.71% 14→56→23→3 3 MBC arrays in 1 group 
gene ANN app - - 179 MSE 0.09% 120→300→4 6 MBC arrays in 2 groups 

mushroom ANN app - - 16 MSE 0.02% 125→32→2 2 MBC arrays in 1 group 
thyroid ANN app - - 300 MSE 0.55% 21→32→3 2 MBC arrays in 1 group 
MNIST ANN app - - 336 MSE 0.65% 784→250→150→1 14 MBC arrays in 4 groups 

blackscholes Financial app BlkSchlsEqEuroNoDiv 94.1% 634 ARE 7.14% 6→40→5→1 3 MBC arrays in 1 group 
fft Signal processing trigonometric function 57.8% 119 ARE 7.03% 1→12→2 2 MBC arrays in 1 group 

kmeans Clustering centroid calculation 42.3% 427 ARE 8.26% 6→12→1 2 MBC arrays in 1 group 
canny edge 

detector(CED) Image processing sobel gradient 79.1% 764 RMSE 4.02% 9→15→5→1 3 MBC arrays in 1 group 
gaussian noise reduction 17 25→14→1 2 MBC arrays in 1 group 



 

 
TABLE II. NCA PARAMETERS USED BY SIMULATION. 

memristor RL RH Vth 
200Ω 160KΩ 2V 

neuron & 
	  

network 

Vdd op amp power/delay setup path in router power/delay 
1.0V 100µW/0.60ns 0.72µW/0.42ns 

sigmoid power/delay MBC power/delay 
10µW/0.24ns 0.69µW/3ns 

ADC 
mW/GHz 

16-bit 8-bit 7-bit 6-bit 5-bit 4-bit 
- 290.59/1 79.31/1.25 21.76/1.25 10.18/1.5 2.77/1.5 

DAC 
mW/GHz 

16-bit 8-bit 7-bit 6-bit 5-bit 4-bit 
96.14/0.75 7.32/1 5.88/1.25 1.72/1.25 0.68/1.5 0.19/1.5 

For performance and energy evaluation, we modify Mac-
Sim [1], a PIN-based [25] cycle-level x86 simulator, by add-
ing a cycle-accurate NCA module to conduct the architecture 
level experiments. To generate the NCA instructions of a 
target code, we pack the whole target code into one function. 
During trace generation, the modified PIN tool generates the 
simulation trace by replacing the function with the corre-
sponding NCA instructions according to the selected ANN 
topology in specific applications.  

We use McPAT [21] to evaluate the energy consumption 
of the CPU core. We generate a detail log of NCA utilization 
during the execution and the circuit synthesis result of the 
NCA components is used to estimate the energy consump-
tions of the NCA. The estimated results are validated by the 
results generated from booksim simulator [16], which is 
modified to model the NCA traffic of each application. 

B. Impact of I/O signal precision 
The limited precision of the memristor programming and 

input signals of the MBC array greatly impact the computa-
tion accuracy and energy consumption of the NCA. The re-
cent studies [5][28][33] show that the programming precision 
of a memristor cell can be up to 8-bit. We take this assump-
tion in our simulation by assuming 3-bit for integral part and 
5-bit for decimal part. The precision of the NCA IO signals, 
however, is mainly determined by the capacity of 
ADC/DAC: As shown in Table II, ADC/DAC with a high 
resolution is much more power-hungry than that with a low 
resolution. In the following experiments, only the impact of 
the IO signal precision of the NCA is evaluated. 
Fig. 6. The errors of (a) learning applications and (b) imperative applica-
tions under different I/O signal precision levels. The programming precision 
of memristor is set to 8-bit. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6 illustrates the error trends of different applications 
when IO signal precision varies, including both learning ap-
plications and imperative applications. As shown in Fig. 6(a), 
the results of learning applications (except for MNIST) are 
quite close to the golden results achieved by floating-point 
(FP) computation of CPU even under 5-bit IO signal preci-
sion, indicating the excellent error tolerance of learning ap-
plications. gene and mushroom are immutable to the preci-
sion degradation since the inputs/outputs of both applications 
are represented by 0 and 1. The errors generated by the im-
perfect hardware are masked by the binary representation of 
the computation data. Fig. 6(b), however, indicates that im-
perative applications are more sensitive to the precision deg-
radation of the input signals: if the IO signal precision level 
degrades to 4-bit, the average error may climb as high as 
80%. 
Fig. 7. The NCA energy consumption of (a) learning applications and (b) 
imperative applications at different I/O precision levels. The results are 
normalized to the one achieved with 4-bit precision level. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7(a) and 7(b) show the variations of NCA energy 

consumption of both learning and imperative applications, 
respectively, along with the IO signal precision degradation. 
Here the energy consumption of the NCA at each precision 
point is normalized to that of 4-bit IO precision. Following 
the IO signal precision degradation, the energy consumptions 
of all applications decrease. It implies that ADC/DAC con-
tribute to a significant portion of NCA energy consumption 
and actually dominate when the IO signal precision is high.  

We note that when the IO signal precision reaches a cer-
tain level, further raising the precision level only gives us 
very marginal benefit on computation accuracy but also 
much high energy overhead. Hence, we are able to find the 
optimum value of IO precision to balance the computation 
accuracy and the energy consumption of the NCA. For ex-
ample, from Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, we found that 8-bit IO preci-
sion is sufficient to achieve good computation accuracy close 
to that of 16-bit IO precision but a much lower energy con-
sumption3. In the following experiments, we fix both IO 
precision and weight programming precision at 8-bit. 

C. Performance and energy evaluations 
Fig. 8 shows the performance speedups and energy re-

ductions of the proposed heterogeneous architecture, which 



 

are normalized to the same CPU architecture without NCA 
acceleration (i.e., learning applications are running exclu-
sively on the CPU by using FANN library to simulate ANN 
topology). The geometric mean speedup (GMS) of learning 
applications achieved is ∼81.2X, as shown in Fig. 8(a). Note 
that the CPU still conducts some tasks, e.g., the post data 
processing after the NCA in learning applications. The GMS 
of imperative applications, however, is only ∼2.82X. The 
reason for such small speedup is because the target codes in 
the selected imperative applications have already been deep-
ly optimized to achieve a high ILP (Instruction level parallel-
ism) for CPU running. The corresponding energy savings of 
all applications are shown in Figure 15 (b). On average, 
86.8X energy reduction is achieved in learning applications 
while the one achieved in imperative applications is 3.23X, 
compared to the pure CPU running. Across all applications, 
the proposed HCS achieves 18.2X performance speedup and 
20.1X energy reduction w.r.t. the conventional CPU without 
ANN acceleration. 
Fig. 8. (a) Application speedups and (b) Energy reductions with NCA over 
CPU execution. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VI. SUMMARIES 
In this work, we propose a heterogeneous computing sys-

tem, which contains a memristor-based neuromorphic com-
puting accelerator (NCA) tightly coupled to general purpose 
processor. Compared to conventional general purpose pro-
cessor, the proposed HCS can achieve on average 18.2X 
performance speedup and 20.1X energy reduction over the 
simulated 9 learning and imperative applications. The com-
putation accuracy degradation incurred by the mixed-signal 
ANN acceleration in the NCA is constrained within an ac-
ceptable range. The high computation and energy efficiency 
of the proposed system mainly come from: 1) the high-
throughput of the mixed-signal NCA computation; 2) the 
excellent reconfigurability of the hierarchical memristor 
crossbar array structure in the NCA; 3) the low data trans-
mission overhead on the analog NoC in the NCA.  
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